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POLICY ISSUE
S m 2a 27September 22, 1992 (|nf0TmatiO7)

For: The Commissioners

From: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operationc

~ kiect. REVIEWS OF INSPECTIONS, TESTS, ANALYSES, Afl0 ACCEPTANCESu

CRITERIA (ITAAC) FOR THE GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE) ADVANCED
BOILING MTER REACTOR (ABWR)

Purpose: To inform the Commission of the status of the development oi
ITAAC for the GE ABWR. This paper provides a summary of
recent staff reviews and ongoing activities to address
weaknesses in the current ITAAC submitted by GE, " Tier 1
Design Certification Material for GE ABWR Design."

Background: The requirement to provide ITAAC for a design certification
application is contaired in 10 CFR 52.47. In previous
Commission papers, the staff discussed various aspects of
ITAAC, including SECY-91-178, " Inspections, Tests, Analyses,
and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) for Design Certifications
and Combined Licenses," SECY-91-210. "Inspectic. , Tests,
Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) Requirements for
Design Review and Issuance of a Final Design Approval
(FDA)," and SECY-92-214, " Development of Inspections, Tests,
Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) for Design
Certifications." In the staff requirements memorandum for

l SECv-91-178, the Commission directed the staff to keep it -

informed of the continuing interaction with industry on
ITAAC.

Discussion: The staff and industry are developing ITAAC for certifying
standard designs. In SECY-92-214, the staff discussed the
status of the ITAAC for the GE ABWR, which is tM lead plant
for developing ITAAC for the evolutionary designs.

Contact: NOTE: TO BE MADE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE
J. Craig, NRR IN 3 WORKING DAYS PROM TIIE
504-1184 DATE OF TIIIS PAPER
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in SECY-92-214, the staff noted that it had found signifi-
cant inconsistencies between the standard safety analysis
report (SSAR), Tier 1 design descriptions, and the ITAAC.
The staff completed its initial reviews of all of the GE
ITAAC and provided detailed initial comments to GE.
Additionally, the staff organized two groups to more clearly
define the issues regarding the adequacy of the ABWR ITAAC.
In April 1992, a group of senior NRC managers with broad
experience and extensive expertise in plant operations,
inspections, and licensing was formed to examine the ITAAC.
This group of senior managers, known as the Greybeard
Committee, reviewed various aspects of the design certifi-

--

cation process and specifically the ABWR ITAAC. Upon
completing these reviews, the committee concluded that,
overall, the design certification process coul ' arovide
sutficient information for the staff to maka ' rinal safety.

determination on the GE ABWR design. However, based upon
the material reviewed by the Greybeard Committee, the o

information that has been provided, thus far, by GE is not
sufficient for the staff to make a final safety decision.
Enclosures 1 through 4 describe the Greybeard Charter, items
reviewed, and findings.

The staff also organized an ITAAC Working Group, consisting o

of inspection staff from each region and engineers from the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. This group reviewed
the ABWR system design descriptions, ITAAC, and SSAR
sections for 10 ABWR systems from an inspection perspec-
tive. The group majority concluded that the level of detail
contained in the Tier 1 document, if changes found by the
group were made, would be sufficient for the staff to make a -

finding of reasonable assurance of safety for a facility.
However, a minority within thi', inspection group found that
the level of detail would not be sufficient to make a
finding of reasonable assurance even if the noted changes
were made. Enclosure 5 is the report of the ITAAC Working
Group. The staff has sent all of its comments to GE, the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, Westinghouse,
Combustion Engineering, and the Nuclear Management and
Resources Council (NUMARC).

The results of these tw: additional review efforts
reinforced the staff's earlier findings as noted in
SECY-92-214. The review groups confirmed the staff's
previous findings that the current ITAAC are not of adequate
quality, and reiterated a concern that the current ITAAC do
not contain sufficient depth and scope of material. The
staff has provided its concerns on the appropriate level of
detail to be included in the ABWR ITAAC, and its concerns on
the inadequate quality of the ABWR ITAAC to GE. The two
review group findings have also been provided to the vendor.

_ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -_-
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The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)-is reviewing
its previously identified concerns with GE to determine the. :

actions GE should take to improve the quality of and ensure
that the ABWR ITAAC contain the appropriate level of
information. Additionally, the staff is conducting a !

detailed review of the findings from the two review groups.
This assessment will be factored into the staff's
interaction with GE on final ITAAC development.

As discussed in SECY-92-214 and the reports of the reviews-
in the enclosures, GE and the staff will continue to develop
the ABWR ITAAC in-an interactive' process. While GE has made-
progress in developing tha !TAA' significant work remains
to be done, and significant improvement is needed in the
quality of the ABWR ITAAC. In recognition of the defi-
ciencies with the ABWR ITAAC, industry, with GE support,,

initiated a task-group _ effort to conduct a system by-system
review. This group _ began its review during the week of
September 7, 1992, and is expected to finish'in mid October
1992. The staff participated in the kick-off meetings held
in GE's offices in San Jose. The staff will monitor the
progress of this group and participate in meetings on an "as
requested" basis.

Additionally, the staff has organi7-~ 3 Task Group to review
the revised ABWR ITAAC. The ITAf' : view Task Group will
include engineers from NRR and t.m regional offices-with
technical _ review and inspection experience. This group-will
conduct a review of 100 percent of the revised ITAAC to
verify' the quality of each- of the ITAAC. The ITAAC Review
Task Group will start its review after a certified submittal
is received from GE. The group will also communicate and
coordinate with GE, NUMARC, and other industry groups.to.
review the GE ABWR ITAAC. The staff will- use the results
from these efforts when_it reviews-the ITAAC for the CE-
System 80+, Westinghouse AP600, and GE SBWR designs.

GE submitted their complete set of ITAAC on June _1, 1992, as
supplemented by a June _ 18, 1992, submittal. -This submittal
is more complete than previous submittals. However, this
document is not of high quality. In a letter dated May 29,
1992, the' staff requested that GE certify the quality of-the
Tier 1 material. GE indicated its intent 1to do so in a
subsequent letter. In.a letter dated August 12, 1992, the
staff provided detailed comments on the June ITAAC submit-
tals, and-requested that GE provide this certification'by
September 30, 1992. At present, the staff expects that this
certification will be submitted by GE in October or-November
1992 af ter the GE task _ group has completed its review.

>-T . _ ____- _ - _ . _m__._. ___ . _ - _ _ _ _ . __
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Significant work remains to be completed before the staff
can use GE's Tier 1 design certification material to support
the issuance of the ABWR final design approval (FDA). While
GE is initiating an intensive ITAAC review and revision
effort, no estimates of the amount of slippage in the FDA
schedule have been made.

./-
mes M. T or

E'xecutive Director
for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Greybeard Lemo

dated July 31, 1992
2. Greybeard Memo

dated July 30, 1992
3. Greybeard Memo

dated July 22, 1992
4. Greybeard Memo

dated June 29, 1992
5. ITAAC Working Group Memo

dated July. 28, 1992
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MEMORAllDUM FOR: Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office c' fluclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Greybeard Committee

SUBJECT: RESULTS OF THE "GREYBEARD" COMMITTEE REVIEW 0F THE 10 CFR 52
LICENSING PROCESS FOR THE GE ABWR

Backaround

At your request, a committee of senior NRC managers was formed in April 1992
in order to review the 10 CFR 52 licensing process as it had been applied to
the GE ABWR. The specific charter of the committee (known as the Greybeards) .

was:

To determine if th[NRC staff could make a final safety decision
1) for the GE ABWR based on the design information available in the

Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR), the Tier 1 design
description and the Inspection, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance
Criteria (ITAAC).

2) To determine if a sufficient and appropriate scope and level of
detail was contained in the Tier 1 design certification process
(Design Description and ITAAC).

The Greybeard Committee met on May 5, May 29, July 9 and July 23 to review and
discuss various aspects of the design certification process and the GE ABWR
application. Specifically, the Greybeards reviewed the Standby Liquid Control

-

System (SLCS) SSAR, Tier 1 design description and ITAAC; the piping system
Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC) including the applicable SSAR sections, the
associated IlAAC and the staff's Safety Evaluation Report (SER); the
Electrical Distribution System SSAR, Tier 1 design description and ITAAC; and
the generic ITAAC for equipment qualification (EQ). The Greybeard Committee
reported the detailed findings resulting from these reviews in memos to you of
June 29, July 22 and July 30.

Conclusions

Overall, the committee found that the design certification process could
provide sufficient information for the staff to make a final safety

-

determination on the GE ABWR design. However, based upon the material
reviewed by the Greybeard Committee, the information that has been provided
thus far by GE is not sufficient for the staff to make a final safety
decision. When satisfactorily completed, the combination of the SSAR, the
Tier 1 design description and the associated ITAAC/DAC can form an adequate
basis for the staff to make an informed safety decision on the design.

ENCLOSURE 1
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Recommendation

The Greybeard Committee recommends that a review group of technical reviewers
and reoional/ field experienced people be formed to perform a 100% review of
the GE ABWR ITAACs in order to ensure that the problems identified by the
committee are corrected in all of the ITAAC. The review group should ensure,

that- all critical design certification information, including design
verification requirements, are adequately addressed in the ITAAC. For other
important information or requirements, a clear reference should be included in
the Tier 2 or COL documentation such that a solid commitment exists prior to
certification.

.' p 4.fh nu S-

ames H. Sniezek,

eputy Executive Director
, -

for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research' "^

'

cc:
Greybeard Committee members
D. Crutchfield
W. Russell
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Greybeard Committee

SUBJECT: RESULTS OF THE "GREYBEARD" COMMITTEE REVIEW 0F THE 10 CFR 52
LICENSING PROCESS ' R THE GE ABWR-

Eackcround

At your request, a committee of senior NRC managers was formed in April 1992
in order to review the 10 CFR 52 licensing process as it had been applied to
the GE ABWR. The specific charter of the committee (known as the Greybeards) .

was:

To determine if th[NRC staff could make a final safety decision
1) for the GE ABWR based on the design information available in the

Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR), the Tier 1 design
description and the Inspection, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance
Criteria (ITAAC).

2) To determine if a sufficient and appropriate scope and level'of
detail was contained in the Tier 1 design certification process
(Design Description and ITAAC).

The Greybeard Committee met on May 5, May 29, July 9 and July 23 to review and
discuss various aspects of the design certification process and the GE ABWR
application. Specifically, the Greybeards reviewed the Standby Liquid Control

*

System (SLCS) SSAR, Tier 1 design description and ITAAC; the piping system
De.ign Acceptance Criteria (DAC) including the applicable SSAR sections, the
associated ITAAC and the staff's Safety Evaluation Report (SER); the
Electrical Distribution System SSAR, Tier 1 design description and ITAAC; and
the generic ITAAC for equipment qualification (EQ). The Greybeard Committee
reported the detailed findings resulting from these reviews in memos to you of
June 29, July 22 and July 30.

Conclusions

Overall, the committee found that the design certification process could
provide sufficient information for the staff to make a final safety
determination on the GE ABWR design. However, based upon the material
reviewed by the Greybeard Committee, the information that has been provided
thus far by GE is not sufficient for the staff to make a final safety
decision. When satisf actorily completed, the combination of the SSAR, the
Tier 1 design description and the associated ITAAC/DAC can form an adequate
basis fcr the staff to make an informed safety decision on the design.

ENCLOSURE 1
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The committee noted a number of weaknesses or deficiencies in the
implementation of the design -:ertification process which must be corrected in
order to form an adequate basis for making the " final safety" decision. The
detailed items were provided in the previsas memos. General areas of weakness
or deficiency are discussed below.

) The committee noted-"QA" type problems with the SSAR and Tier 1 1
iinformation. These problems included both errors in the documents

as well as differences between the documents. These errors need
to be corrected and assurance obtained from GE that the documents
have ocen QA'd.

2) In general, 'the' committee concluded that the ITAAC submitted by GE
(DAC/ITAAC in the case of piping design) did not contain
sufficient detail. The committee believes that prior to

-

certification there must exist a clear understanding of. *
commitments to all the activities that need to be accomplished to
cnsure that-Jhe as. built matches the design.

3) The ITAAC appear to have an over reliance on process inspections ,

vice observable testing and field verification of the
installation. ,

4) 'herc appeirs to be unnecessary and confusing overlap between the :

:.hree ITAT.; columns. Each of tha columns should only address the
appropriate information (design commitment; inspections, tests and i

analysis; or acceptance criteria).
^

5) GE needs to better describe what wl'1 be covered by a generic
'

ITAAC, how the generic ITAAC end il y system specific ITAAC
intersect and overlap, and how the various system specific ITAAC .

interrelate.

6)- There is a need for s bridge document from Tier 1/ITAAC to pre-op
and startup testing programs.

7) GE should identify applicable codes |in the ITAAC/DAC and include
the appropriate version in the SSAR. ,

.

r

,

_ -
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hC9AMDdit19B

1he Greybeard Committee recommends that a review group of technical reviewers
and-regional / field experienced people be formed to perform a 100% review of
the GE ABWR ITAACs in order to ensure that the problems identified by the
committee are corrected in all of the ITAAC. The review group should ensure'

that all critical design certification information, including design
verification requirements, are adequately addressed in the 11AAC. For other
important information or requirements, a clear reference should-be included in
the Tier 2 or COL documentation such that e solid commitment exists prior to
certification.

pnr4. fk- n4t3 v
-

.ames H. Sniczek
'\ eputy Executive Director' - -

for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research* *

'

cc:
Gre. beard Committee members
0, Crutchfield

W. Russell .
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MEMOR104DUM FOR: Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of fluclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Greybeard Committee

SUBJECT: SYN 6PSIS OF ITEMS DISCUSSED DURI!1G
"LREYBEARD" MEETIl1G Oli JULY 23, 1992

.

.

On July 23, 1992, the members of the Greyboard Committee met with
you and others from~NRR t6 discuss the specific ITAAC for the
ABWR electric system, and other issues related to the Part 52
licensing process.

Prior to this meeting, the Committee had received from the staff
ABWR Station Electric and Equipment Qualification material,
including: 1) Design Description and ITAAC, and 2) applicable.
SSAR sections. A comparison was made between these documents
with the objective to determine if the design information
available within the ITAAC is sufficient for.the staff to make a
final safety determination to support design certification and
that ITACC performance will demonstrate that the as-built
conforms to the certified design. The Committee reviewed-these

*issues and a synopsis of the results is discussed below.

* Codes and standards, for example IEEE 279, should be
referenced in the ITAAC. The applicable codes and
standards should be identified in the ITAAC with the
specific edition identified in the Tier 2 document. It
was noted that the piping DAC/ITAAC (July 9 Committee
review) was a gecd example of applicable codes and
standards being identified in the DAC/ITAAC,

Additionally, it was noted that the SSAR does note
necessarily address specifically which cotas/ standards
apply. .The ESAR should reference the codes and standards
that apply to the issues covered.

ENCLOSURE 2

_ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ . __ -. -_
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In general, for column 2 of the ITAAC, inspections aree

listed to be performed, those inspections are not alweye
explicit as to what is expected. Is it assumed that
inspections involve field verification that the as-built is :

in conformance with the design? " Inspection" needs to be
defined.

There was general agreement between the Committee and thee
staff that " inspection" as related to hardware will be a
verification that the as-boilt agrees with the design.
Inspections related to documentation or process will imply a
OA review to confirm the proccas/docunentatica. It is
imperative that the "what" and "how" of inspection and
testing be clearly' delineated in all cases.

In' general, there was an unacceptable lack of specific .*

testing requirements in ITAAC, column 2. The Committee
concluded that additional test requirements need to be
incorporated into the ITAAC. For the ITAAC reviewed, the '

Committee highlighted to the staff numerous examples in this
regard.

e Because 'I the difficulty, at this stage, in determining for
some ITAAC whether a test or an analysis will be appropriate
for the as-built plant, the Committee discussed the
possibility of specifying in column 2 the option of either a
test or an analysis, with the stipulation that the selected
option results in the specified acceptance criteria being
met. This option should only be allowed for those selected
cases.wherein the staff cannot conclude that testing is

-
warranted.

In general, terms such as "when required" and "wheree

justified" should not be used in the ITAAC. Be specific or
make the determination that the item does not need to be in
the Tier 1 document. For example, in reference to Table
2.12.1, ITAAC 4 addresses redundant overcurrent devices and
ends in a non-specific term. It was noted that this item is
covered in detail in Table 2.12.10 and should be climinated;

from the distribution system ITAAC. In reference to Table
2.12.1, ITAAC 6 addresses cable routing through hostile
areas and uces a non-specific term. The hostile areas to be ,

considered should be specifically addressed or this item
should be removed from the ITAAC if it is not important,

.Tne " Design Deccription" and column 1 of the ITAAC need toe

be consistent. GE should be regaired to QA the ITAAC,
Design Description, and SSAR to ensure consistency.

._ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ , , ~ . - _ ,
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The Committee noted that related topics may end up being,

covered in several ITAAC. An example of this is the |'

reference to the 3 hour fire barrier which in included in ,

both the penetration and fire protection ITAAC. Although |
these items need only be addressed in one ITAAC, a mechanism
must exist to ensure that this type of item is covered'
somewhere. Cross-referencing between ITAAC may be required. i

The committee gave an example, Table 2.12.13, ITAAC 2, where
this type of item (in this case, seismic qualification) was
properly referenced to the appropriate ITAAC, Generic
Equipment Qualification.

Note: Most of the specific comm.cnts licted below are directed
toward ITAAC associated ~with Table 2.12.1. Some are generic to

,'

all electrical system ITAAC. For this reason not all specific
comments made by the Committee are noted here. Of the ITAAC
reviewe'd, severkl were better than the others; for example the .

EDG system ITAAC was more in line witu the expectations of the
**Committee. '

In reference to Table 2.12.1, ITAAC 4.b is an example of an*

inspection which will not get to the field. This in
actually a QA of the design, for this example, the review
of the cable selection criteria (QA/QC) and tho as-built
verification need to be part of the 3TAAC. Generically, for
similar requirements, field verifications also need to be
addressed,

e In reference to Table 2.12.1, ITAAC 1, the ITAAC should
address whether the main output circuit breaker design
incorporates dual or single trip coils. Incorporating dual
trip coils is important from a reliability standpoint *

because the breaker must be open to allow for backfeeding
from the main power transformer (normal preferred power) if )

loss of the main generator should occur. Additionally,a
opening the breaker ensures that motoring of the main
generator does not occur.

In reference to Table 2.12.1, ITAAC 4.a should address*

testing of-the bus protection system. In this case the
protection system refers to the hierarchy logic for
preferential tripping of breakers to ensure that the higher
level loads (switchgear and buses) are not lost. This i

should also be considered as a certified design commitment.

The ITAAC should also address how a field verification is to
be performed to ensure breakers that are installed meet the
design requirements.

* In reference to Table 2.12.1, ITAAC 4.b should have a test
specified which confirms independence.

.. __ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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i

In reference to Table ?.12.1, f or ITAAC 5.a, 5.b, and 5.c
e

the acceptanco critoria nood to be covered more broadly.

In reference to Tablo 2.12.1, ITAAC 6 d unen the terme

"neparation" without specifying what in meant by coparation;
i.e., dictance, barriern, etc. !

l

in reference to Tablo 2.12.10, ITAAC 1 refers to 3 hour firee

barriern. Thio item in to be covered in the fire protection
ITAla and should upocifically addreas tonting to confirm /
cortify the 3 hour specification.

In addition to the electric system specific review, the Committoo
had cc. aments on soveral appoets of the overall DAC/ITAAC procoon.

The HitC nhould develop a plan that doccriboo the details of.

the staff approval and verification procono leading to fuel *

load.
, ,

A commitment annociated with the Integrated Tout Plan (ITP)e
chould be identiflod in conjunction with the ITAAC. The
concept hould be to incorporate the requirements contained
within the COL, SSAR, and DAC/ITAAC, allowing for cross-
referencing, into the ITP. The cross-referencing procosa
must have a high level of annuranco that the final ITP 1,n -
all i nclusivo,

Au stated in previous Committoo mootinga,-traceability ofe

requirements botwoon the DAC/ITAAC, SSAR, and SER la
considered a problom. Tho " Road Map" provided by GE for-
application of the generic ITAAC is considered to be '

inadequato.

- Tiu) Committoo discucced the possibility of having a bottor
format for the ITAAC. With the pronont foraat, information
in difficult to traco betwoon the applicable documents,
thereby unneconsarily complicating reviews. In responno to,

thin, the staff noted that it may be too late in the ABWR
licencing procons to chango formt.s; however, como
worthwhile changos may be made within the present format.
The staff will review this pocnibility.

An diccuccod in the previous mooting, thoro-10 overlap -

between the throo columnn of: 1) commitmento; 2)-

inspections, tentn, (and) analysis; and 3) acceptanco
critoria. The staff is planning a review to ensure-that tho-
ITAAC are properly formatted.

.

_ -
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Thomas E. Murley -5- July 30,1992

The Cot.nittee's review of GE ABWR application materiale
(SSAR,DAC/ITAAC, etc.) did not reveal any discussion or
commitments pertaining to equipment reliability requirements
or certification. The Committee concluded that reliability
expectations associated with significant safety related
components (cmergency diesel generators, key MOV's, etc.)
should be addressed in appropriate ABWR licensing documents.

These issues are being provided for the purpose of capturing some
of the thoughts expressed in the meeting and to allow for the
development of actions to address the issues.

/ -i
'

y -(,9gC4
' -) tt e / w.

Jgmes H. Sniezek
'fputy Executive Director f orD ,-

lluclear kcactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research. ..

cc:
Greyboard Committee members
DCrutchfield
WRussell

. .
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MLMORANDUM FOR: Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation '

FRDM: Greybeard Comittee

SUBJECT: SYNOPSIS OF ITEMS DISCUSSED DURING "GREYBEARD"
MEETING ON JULY 9, 1992

On July 9,1992, the members of the Greybeard Comittee met with you and .

others from NRR to discuss the specific DAC/ITAAC for the ABWR piping design,
and other issues related to Part 52 licensing process.

Prior to this meeting, the Greybeards had received from the staff ABWR
Standard ' Plant Piping Design DAC Material, including: 1) Design Description *

and ITAAC; 2) Draft Safety Evaluation Report; and 3) SSAR. A com)arison was
made between these documents with' the objective to determine if t w design
information available within the DAC is sufficient for the staff to make a
final safety determination to' support design certification and that ITACC
performance will demonstrate that the as-built conforms to the certified
design. The Greybeards debated these issues and a synopsis of the results of
the review is discussed below.

Generally, the consensus uhs that the ITAAC was not specific enough'.*
Although the overall process of DAC/ITAAC for piping (when completed)
should-provide sufficient bases for arriving at the reouired safety
decision, a great deal of clarifying infomation is still needed an' GE
must provide the missing data. Changes were recommended to correct
these concerns. Based on the panel's overall review of DAC/ITAAC, the ,

staff should address what additional specificity can or should be
covered in Tier 1, the COL, or Tier 2.

The staff is awaiting information-supplied by GE in order to complete-*

the SER. The NRC staff should consider sending the draft SER to GE and
request that GE provide the missing information. It is understood that -

the project would never be completed if the NRC did-not move forward
with.the licensing review in parallel with GE filling in the " holes.*

7.aceability of requirements between the DAC/ITAAC, SSAR, and SER was*

considered-a problem. GE will be providing a " Road Map" to show the
relationship between the three docuents and their specific items.

-

Along with this concern, there is a need for the staff to ensure that
the SER " tracked" with the SSAR,-ITAAC, etc.

:

.

T
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The committee view is that if the NRC expects the COL ho' der to perform )*
certain items it must be specified in non-general terms within the '

DAC/!TAAC or as a condition of the COL. In any event, such items should
be clearly delineated so they are understood prior to certification.

The point was made at the beginning of the discussion that DAC is the*

process and ITAAC, for this case (aiping design), is the document
containing the twelve items with tiree columns. Overall, section 3.3 of
the submittal is the General Design Comitment.

Generally, for the twelve ITAAC items, instead of using ' applicable"*

specify the item requirements that apply.

The issue of addressing ' erosion / corrosion' was discussed in detail. |*

Should this issue be addresse6 in the ITAAC or will it be covered in |

sufficient detail under the in-service inspection program? No consensus !

was arrived on this matter; however, it was agreed that the staff should !
're-examine this matter and decide on the appropriate treatment of this l

important issue.
,,,

1

.

1he question came up as to why the ASME code isn't specificd in the*

ITAAC. It appeared to the committee that the version endorsed by 10 CFR'

50.55a at the time of the COL application should apply.

The issue of Leak-Before-Break (LBB) was discussed and the subject of*

LLB being addressed by the staff in the SER when GE is not proposing LLB
in their Generic Piping Design. LBI, should be removed from the
application process unless the NRC has an acceptable LBB method to
endorse.

The use and the definition of the word ' essential' was not concistent.*

" Essential" will be defined. ,

The ITAAC should be more specific in regards to piping system*
description and address which ITAAC covers which code class or piping
system. It was noted that a matrix is available which addresses this
issue (piping system vs. code class). The suggestion was made that the
matrix be referenced in section 3.3. -This will result in the last
sentence on page 3.3-1, section 3.3, being specifically addressed.

,

Goeral coment aertaining to all ITAAC and the SER: If the term " safe*

shutdown" is to se used, it should be defined. Best solution is'

probably to eliminate use of the term and specify ' hot or cold shutdown"
as appropriate.

..

-

!
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)

General coment pertaining to all ]TAAC: There is overlap between the*

three columns of: 1) comitments; 2) inspections, tests, (and) analysis
and 3) acceptance criteria. In sumary, the staff will perform a review |

to ensure that the ITAAC conform to: column I having comitments only; |
column 2 addressing methods (how); and column 3 addressing acceptance
criteria only. For acceptance criteria (column 3), items such as input
parameters and expected results should be included.

The SER terminology referring to safety-related and important-to-safety*

should be clarified. It appears that the two are used interchangeably;
the staff should stay with one, safety-related.

Regarding the agency's final safety determination, the staff should*

ensure the JT?AC provide what is required for the design to be verified
and teet:;. If something is not adequately covered by the ITAAC, it
should be specified as a COL requirement.

Spe'cific to paragraph 2.3 of the SER and in general, a requirement **

should not be placed upon the NRC staff. If a requirement is necessary,
it should be placed on thF licensee.

The staff should review section 9 of the SER to ensure that changes*

reflected in the DAC/ITAAC are incorporated in the SER.

The staff should delete from paragraph 6.12 of the SER ine reference of*

the COL holder seeking (after staff acceptance of the rules) use of. ASME
Code, Section III, Subsection NF, incorporating N-690.

Specific to ITAAC #1:*

There were questions on the need for environmental effects to be
addressed. The newer version, not provided to the Greybeards, addresses

*

this issue; therefore, environmental effects review is new a Tier 1
item. However, a staff position is still needed.

Specific to ITAAC f2:*

The staff should address how the COL holder is comitted to vendor
allowed limits on vendor supplied equipment.

A GE provided matrix, discussed previously, should aid in making this
ITAAC more specific in regards to tne codes.

A distinction should be made between requirements which are specific to: '

1) pipe mounted components / equipment which are part of the pressure
boundary and 2) components / equipment which are attached to the pipe '

outside of the pressure boundary.

.

!
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Specific to ITAAC #3:*

There was some discussion on the use of the word suitable. The use of
avethods approved by the NRC would be more specific. The point was made
that specific methods are addressed in the SER.

Specific to ITAAC f4:*

As discussed previously, reference to LBB should be removed; the staff
should not pre-approve this item.

A walkdown should be included as part of column 2.

Specific to ITAAC f6:*
,

in reference to column 3, the subject of benchmarking should be placed
in ,either column 1 or 2, as appropriate.

Specific to ITAAC f7:*
,

The subject of fabrication inspections was discussed. The ITAAC should
address requirements for licensee inspections in this area, as
sppropriate; this area should be Tier 1 or a condition of the COL.

The 11AAC should address in process inspection of the implemented code
program. The existence of code stamping meets only the requirement for
the stamp; it does not ensure that the process is satisfactory.

Specific to ITAAC #9:*

As in ITAAC 7, the subject of fabrication inspections should be
addressed. Column 2 should address fabrication and welding processes.

,

~

Specific to ITAAC fl0:*

Remove references to resolution of deviations; this terminology should
not be used in the rule as it tends to condone not meeting requirements.
As a replacement for specifically add'ressing deviations in column 1,
consider adding a commitment that a reconciliation process / method be
available to address deviations should they be identified.

In column 2, paragraph b., second to last line, should require
verifications by both reviewing isometric drawings and by taking the as-
built measurements,

r

|
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Specific to ITAAC fil:*

There was discussian on the terminology referring to hydrostatic
testing. Agreement was made on the use of pressure testing in place of
hydrostatic testing. Also, change internal pressures to design
pressures.

These issues are being provided for the purpose of capturing some of the
thoughts expressed in the meeting and to allow for the development of actions
to address the issuts.

'W s
.

J mes H. Sniezek
eputy Executive Director

' for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
. *

Regional Operations and Research *

"'

cc:
Greybeard Committee members

! D. Crutchfield
I W. Russell

.
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MEMORAfiDUM FOR: Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of fiuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Greybeard Committee

SUBJECT: SYliOPSIS Of ITEMS DISCUSSED DURlliG "GREYBEARD"
MEEllf4G Off MAY 29, 1992

On May 29, 1992, the members.of the Greybeard Committee met with you and
others from f4RR to discuss DAC, ITAAC, the specific ITAAC submitted 1
Standby Liquid Control System (5LCS), and other issues related to the i s2
licensing process. ..

Prior to this meetint:,, .the_ Greybeards had received f rom the staf f the design
bases and system description, the P&lD, and the system ITAAC for SLCS for the
ABWR Standard Plant. These were compared against the GE SLCS test
specifications, SER, UFSAR, and pre-op test procedure for Hope Creek. The
objective was to determine if the design information available in the SSAR,
the Tier i description, and the ITAAC for a sarrpie system (SLCS) would be
sufficient for the fiRC staff to make a final safety decision. The approach,
was to assume the role of an inspector and evaluate the information needed to
fully design, construct, inspect, and test the system. A list of the SLCS
attributes th.t would need to be demonstrated, verified or tested for an

inspector to consNer SLCS complete and able to perform its functions was
developed. The Greybeards then debated these attributes to discriminate which
are necessary for a safety decision, and hence part of Tier I and ITAAC, and
which could be considered Tier 11, other design information, or other -

verification activities. A synopsis of the results of this review is
discussed below.

The current plan for the Greybeards is to perform uncther review, the same as
was done for SLCS, on a second system. Since SLCS is a relatively simple,
straightforward, fluid system, we have chosen Onsite Emeroency Power (plus its
interface with Offsite Power) for contrast as the second system because it
represents a more complex, interconnected, electrical system. In order to
evaluate GE's DAC, we have chosen to review the DAC for oipino, The review
would be similar to SLCS above, except for the testability aspect. In order
to evaluate the Generic ITAACs, the Environmental cualjfication IIAAC was' ..

chosen for a similar review. Your statt has been asked to provide us with the
i

similar information as was provided for SLCS to accomplish these reviews.
|
|

|

ENCLOSURE 4
|
|
|
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The following represents a synopsis of some of the issues discussed at the
r:eeting:

Legal Issues - Much of the oiscussion at the meeting centered*
around the legal status, changes, enforcement, and burden of proof
for Tier 1 and Tier 2 information. OGC (M. Maisch, J. Scinto)
pointed out: (1) the words in the rule indicate that "if the
licensee meets the acceptance criteria, the plant will operate,"
(2) if the information is in Tier 2, the staff is stuck with the
verification, (3) "if the information is missing, ther, that means
it was determined to not be necessary,' 4) the concept is that the -

Tier 1 and Tier 2,information is suf ficient, nothing else is
necessary, (5) if Tier 1 criteria are not met, then license
requirements are not met and changes mean rule changes, (6) if
Tier 2 criteria are not met, then the normal enforcement process '.- '

is used and changes are processed via 50.59. Because of some
confusion ove,r thes,e. type issues, OGC agreed to develop a white
paper clarifying the legal issues. Other questions in this area
included: What is the status of Tier 2 material and how will it be
verified? How coes a COL holder commit to a pre-operational test
program that ir.cludes Tier 1 and llAAC requirements?

Responsibility - Several of the Committee members t'elt that it*

would create t big problem if the burden of proof rested with the
NRC to show that criteria were not met versus the licensee having
the burden of proving that the criteria were met.

Overall Process - NRR needs to develop a orocess t hat descriheg*

the details of the approval and verification process leading to
tuel loab. _,

,

Generic ITAAC - There needs to be a better understanding of 9 hat*

may be covered by a generic ITAAC, and how the generic ITAA0 and
the system specific ITAAC intersect and overlap,

e

ELCS Specific ITAAC - Review and discussion of the GE provided*

5LCS ITAAC resulted in the general conclusion that there were
several inadequacies in it, indicating poor quality assurance of
the submittal. As reviewed, the St r.S ITAAC apoeared to be
inadequate for the statt to arrive at a positive safety,

Speciite deficiencies are contained in the' enclosure.conclusion.

- - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Other Topics - There .s a need for a bridae document from Tier*

1/lTAAC to ore-op and startup testina proorams. Inere is oito a
need for a bridae document from Tier 1/llAAC to the tint 2L1pd
system drawirtos. Can the IWWR test Vp on pump heat alone in order

~

to accomplish hot functional testing? What is the process for
ensuring that Tech Specs are consistent with Tier 1/ITAAC and Tier
2?

These issues are being provided for the purpose of capturing some of the
thoughts expressed in the meeting and to allow for the development of actions
to address the issues.

f j.m
Y tw h 4% 2/l

arts H. Sniezek
Dep uty Executive Director .-'

-

V or Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
.; . Regional Operations and Research-

-.

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/ enclosure:
Creybeard Committee members

'

.

.
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SLCS ITAAC DEFICIENCIES
'

1
The SSAR states that the system is sized for injection in 60 to 150
minutes while the Tier 1 description states EQ to 150 minutes.

2. The SSAR states that 800 ppm concentration in the vassel is needed while
the Tier 1 description states that 21Q ppm is needed.

3. There are no minimum and maximum boron injection rates in the Tier 1
description while they are stated in the SSAR (8 to 20 ppm / min). It is

unclear as to whether these values coincide with other ITAAC parameters.

4. The locked open valve with remote indication noted in SSAR section
---

9.3.5.4 isn't shown i~n'the system P&lD.

5. While the SSAR states that the system is automatically initiated or can
be manually initiated, the ITAAC doesn't test the manual initiation. , , , ,

6. The Tier 1 descriptjon indicates that the system is independent of
normal reactivity control, but this aspect isn't tested in the ITAAC.

7. Figure 9.3-2 of the SSAR indicates a minimum tank volume of 5760 gallons
while Tier 1 and the ITAAC indicate a minimum of 6100 gallons.

8. The " functionality" of the tank heaters needs to be tested in the ITAAC.
Currently, only the fact that the heaters can be powered by standby AC' ,

is tested.

9. A better system diagram is needed in the 'TAAC and the words in ITAAC
relating to inspection to the diagram need to be changed. The

inspection would probably be to the functions as depicted in the
diagr1m. _

..

10. The ITAAC test pressure needs to be changed from 1250 to 1560 psig.

11. The ITAAC needs to delineate " natural baron" vice " poison". The
acceptance criteria of B50 ppm is unclear relative to the 25% dilution
factor.

12. The pumps should be tested as individual 50 gpm units in addition to the
100 gpm combined test.

13. It was noted that the SLCS m op tests (SSAR 14.2.12) noted in SSAR
9.3.5.4 are currently insuf t icient. They need to be more detailed and
have some top level performi.ce criteria.

14. The interlock that causes RWCU isolation upon actuation of SLCS isn't in
the liAAC.

_. _-_ _-__-_-_______-____ - ______ - _
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July 28,1992

MEMORANDUM FOR: Thomas E. Hurley, Director
Office of Nuciear Reactor Regulation

THRU: Dennis M. Crutchfield, Associate Director /W
for Advanced Reactors and License Renewal

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: A. Bill Beach, Director
Division of Reactor Projects
Region IV

SUBJECT: ITAAC WORKING GROUP

During the week of July 13, 1992, an ITAAC Working Group, consisting T,f
members from each of the Regions and the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR), met in Region IV to review the GE ARWR TIER 1, Stage 3 document dated
May 30, 1992. The working group members and their charter are provided in
Enclosure 1. The purpase of the review was to provide an independent look at
the ITAAC process from an inspection perspective and to draw conclusions
regarding its soundness and feasibility.

The group reviewed the Design Descriptions, ITAACs, and the SSAR sections for
the following systems: 1) Nuclear Roiler, 2) High Pressure Core Flooder,
3) Reactor Retiralation, 4) Recirculation flow Control, 5) Reactor Building
Cooling Water, 6) Emergency Diesel Generator, 7) At Electrical Distribution,
8) AC Power Supply, 9) Primary Containment, and 10) Control Building.
Specific comments on each of systems are provided in Enclosure 2. General
comments and conclusions are as follows.

The group concluded that the Part 52 ptocess developed by the staff is both
sound and workable. The process has several substantial benefits, it will

keep the staff focused on safety, hardware, .and engineering,- and will provide
for r?gulatory coherence in the licensing process. The process will also
provide a framework for plant standardization, yet will be flexible enough to
provide for problems which develop during construction. It is apparent that
significant staff effort has been invnlved in making the process both sound
and feasible.

CONTACT:
4A. Bill Beach, RIV

8!7-860-8223

ENCLOSURE =5- - - -
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Although the group believes that the process is workable, it had several
concerns regarding it and the GE TIER 1 document. The group recognizes that
any new process is iterative; however, it is oncerned that there are still
substantial issues which r.eed to be resolveu oefore the staff can finalize
what is required in the TIED I document.

As a result, the group had difficulty reaching a conclusion with respect to
the level of detail required in the TIER 1 document for the staff to make a
finding of reasonable assurance that a plant has been built and will operate
safely in acc.ordance with the design certification. The majority of the group
concluded, based on their reading of Part 52, that the level of detail
contained in the TIER 1 document, with these changes incorporated such as
those suggested by the group for the specific systems reviewed (described in
Enclosure 2), would be sufficient for the staff to make the reasonable
assurance finding. However, there was a minority view within the group, that
even with the recommended changes, the level of detail would not be sufficient
to make such a finding.

The group also noted some significant deficiencies in the quality of the GE
TlfR 1 document. Specifically, the ITAACs identified by GE relied heavily'on
:ftstr the fact review of documentation of installation and testing of equip-
ment rather than specifying in-process testing and in-plant verification. The

,

group identified several discrepancies (identified in the specific system'

comments) between the infnrmation contained in the SSAR, the Design Cescrip-
tion, and the ITAAC. The group also noted inconsistencies in the level of
detail in the various ITAACs reviewed, with some containing more detail than
necessary and some less. The group noted that compreh osive testing for
trips, permissives, interlocks, controls, alarms, and computer points were not
always apparent. In addition, design values vere often speuiied without
allowable tolerances. Th's was particularly evicSt for those instances in

: which wall and floor thicknesses were specified to the inch and specific
volumes were provided. The group was concerned that the lack of toierances

1

could create a burden during construction.I

The group concluded that the use of generic ITAAC for specific areas such as
equipment qualification is a good approach.. However, the greap suggests that ,

the generic ITAAC be referenced in the system ITAAC when applicable. This

| will assure a set of complete ITAAC for m-h system.
,

,

During the review, the group questioned how non-safety-related equipment would
be treated in the Design Certification Process, in addition, the greap
believed that there were several issues regarding implementation of the
Part 52 process which require resolution. These include the trratment of
startup and power ascension test programs and plant technical specifications.

!

|
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The group appreciated the opportunity to participate in review process and
would encourage early regional involvemcat in the review of the ITAACs for
other plant designs.

4#+$4fY-
A. Bill Beach, Directo
Division.of Reactor Projects
Region IV

Enclosures:
As st':.ted

Distribution:
Central Files

'

JSniczek, EDO 1

FJMiraglia, liRR
WTRussell, NRR
FPGillespie, NRR
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DMCrutchfield, NRR
WDTravers, NRR
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RCPierson, NRR
RWBorchardt, NRR
JNWilson, NRR
THBoyce, NRR
GGrant, DO
TTMartin, RI
JYerokun, RI
SDEoneter, R!l
CJulian, Ril
ABDavis, Rlli
Rknopp, Rll!
JLMilhoan, P.IV
WJones, RIV
JBMartin, RV
M,irsci., RV
MSlosson, NRR
JSharkey, NRR
ADAR R/F

*see previous concurrence
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Dennis M. Crutchfield, Director
Division of Advanced Reactors & Special Projects (DAR)
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

|
FROM: A. Bill Beach, Director

Division of Reactor Projects, Region IV

SUBJECT: ITAAC REVIEW GROUP

This memorandum defines the general scope of the review you requested to
obtain additional insights into the iTAAC process.

The purpose of the review is to determine if, in fact, the staff can make a
reasonable assurance finding from the design information presented in the
Tier 1 ITAAC. This review will be performed by the following individuals:

Region 1 - Jimi Yerokun
Region 2 - Caudie Julian
Region 3 - Richard Knopp
Region 4 - William Jones
Region 5 - Dennis Kirsch
NRR:LPEB - Jeffry Sharkey
NRR:PMSB - Marylee Slosson

This team of individuals will meet in Rockville for one day, July 9. It is

planned that the team will be briefed by selected members of your staff on the
ITAAC process. Also, on that afternoon, the team will receive their
assignments and actually select the systems to be reviewed in the Region IV
office the entire week of July 13, using the following information:

1) The Tier 1 ITAAC submitted by GE for it's ABWR design
2) The Tier 2 informatien for those systems selected by the team
3) The River Bend FSAR, SER, and Technical Specifier' ions

It is anticipated that the team will review six to eight different systems and
provide you it's conclusions in a report, a draft to be provided to you prior
to the Greybeard Committee Meeting now scheduled for July 23 and 24.

A. Sill Beach, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

CC*
F. Miraglia

__
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ENCLOSURC 2

CUf(Ph1_CQMM[NIS: (Nuclear Reactor System, iligh Pressure Lore flooder System,
Reactor Recirculation System, Recirculation flow System, Reactor Building
Cooling Water System)

1. Without valve / pump designations in the system ITAAC simplified diagram;,
it is not clear which valves the system description is referencing, and
which components are to be tested. for evample, the term " isolation
valves" has dif f erent meanings in the 11AA. (it can mean containment
isolation or safety /non-safety isolation valves).

2. It appears that the SSAR approach or philosophy for conducting failure
analysis is to fail entire trains rather than individual components. is
this an acceptable approach and is it comprehensive? for example, the
Reactor Building Cooling Water (PCW) system utilizes air-operated _

valves. What is the effect of a loss of instrument air on the RCW
system?

3. Comprehensive testing for trips, permissives, interlocks, controls, {alarms, and computer points for components or functions provided in the
design description should be included in the system l^iAAC. fcr example,
the RCW design description includes a radiation measuring element and
alarm f or detecting leakage from the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system
into the RCW system; however, the RCW system ITAAC does not require
testing of the radiation alarm feature.

4 The inspections, tests, and analyses listed in the ITAAC columns to
confirm that the certified design commitment has been satisfied require
documentation reviews rather than actual tests, inspections for field
verification, or analyses as appropriate.

5. The level of detail within the llER 1 document does not always identify
ali the key system operating parameters which bound the analysis and
system performance. The level of detail varies between system ITAACs,
and sometimes, even with the same ITAAC.

6. Cross referencing between ITAAC sections is lacking. for example. the
Reactor Recirculation System (RRS) motor housing is part of the Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV) and reference is made to ITAAC Section 2.1.1,
Reactor Pressure Vessel System for a description of the RRS motor
housing. The RPV ITAAC 85 does not specify RRS bolting / flanging
material requirements.

7. Laglish and metric units are mixed and not consistently used when
described in the SSAR, design description, and the system ITAAC.

1

1
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EUCLEAR BOILER SYSTEM
'

The design description contains only the most basic of descriptions, and |
e

is not sufficient. Lacking a complete description of the design ;

criteria, it is not possible to provide a nuclear boiler system ITAAC |
'

which verifies the design bases. The system ITAAC does not require
certain testing normally verified in a pre-operationel testing program.
Testing of the main steam isolation v:1ve (MSIV) drain valves and bypass
valves, testing of the vacuum breaker for Safety Relief Valve (SRV) i

discharge piping, and testing of the SRVs, MSIVs, or bypass valves for
leakage were not required.

The system ITAAC refers to inspections of documents to assure confor-.

mance with ASME Code requirements. The ITAAC does not provide for
verification of manufacturer, installer, or suoplier Quality Assurance
(0A) programs or processer to verify the accuracy and sufficiency of the |

i

Code documents. The TIER 1 design description also does not discuss nor
the system ITAAC require verification of welding processes or-personnel
qualification.

The drawings in the TIER 1 document are only the most simplified one-*

line diagrams. The system ITAAC requires inspections for conformance of
the systems to these one-line diagrams, not to any detailed P&lD or
other specific isometric diagram.

No verification of SRV accumulator capacity to conform to the require-.

ments for cycle capability is required by the Nuclear Boller System
ITAAC.

The TIER 1 document contains no information or requirements for.

system / component supports and the ITAAC is siltnt on the inspection of
these important system component supports throughout heatup and cooldown
cycles (this may be included in the piping Design Acceptance Criteria). 1

The system ITAAC coes not contain requirements for the verification of.

SRV lift / reset pressures or for the verification of local / remote switch-
operated lift capability.

2
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BIGH PRESSURE CORE FLOODER

The simplified drawing (Figure 2.4.2) does not identify the' isolation*

boundary for the Make Up Water (Condensate) (HUWC) system. The figure
indicates that the outboard Motor Operated Valve (HOV) injection
isolation valve is located outside the containment; however, the SSAR
(Section 6.3.2.2.1) indicates the HOV is located inside the containment.

- The Condensate Storage Tank (CST) suction line shows three manual
isolation valves from the CST, in parallel, to one suction line. This
design is not consistent with the expected design of a single manual
isolation valve.

Full flow testing to the reactor pressure vessel is not specified from*

the Suppression Pool (S/P) or CST. Therefore, no varification of the
High Pressure Core F' coder (HPCF) spray pattern or other flow anomalies
is verified.

System ITAACs in the TIER 1 document usually require functional testing*

of all actuating test parameters prior to acceptance of ths system
ITAAC. Tests of the manual override features in the High Dressure Core
Flooder (HrCF) are not verifies in the HPCF ITAAC.

Specific alarms, controls, and interlocks were not specified. Specific*

parameters which will cause an alarm or isolation function are not
always specified; for example, HPCF ITAAC #5, which will isolate valves
on a sensed high pressure. The valves to be isolated, the piping to be
protected, and the pressure value at which the isolation would occur
were not identified (see General Comment #3).

Valve stroke times for the Motor Operated Valve (HOV) injection isola-*

tion valve and the CST to S/P valve were not specified in this system
ITAAC.

All possible flow lineups were not verified in the HPCF ITAAC. HPCF*

ITAAC #6 addresses adequacy of *he miniflow line. However, this line is
also used by the Low Pressurt we Flooder (LPCF). The test does not
verify that adequate miniflow 1s maintained with flow through the line
from other sources including LPCF. HPCF ITAAC #10 addresses Net
Positive Suction Head (NPSH). However, the lineup from the CST is not
verified to be adequate with respect td NP5H to the point of realignment
to the S/P with all other systems taking suction from the CST concur-
rently.

The level of detail within tha TIER 1 document does not identify all the*

key system operating parameters which bound the analysis and system
performance (see General Comment #5).

|

i

|
|
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HIGH PRESSVRE CORE FLOODER (Cont.)
,

The present design does not provide for full flow recirculation testing*

from the CST to the CST. This could result in the need to process 4

excessive radwaste from the S/P if a CST to S/P test configuration is
used. The SSAR only identifies full flow testing from the S/P to the
S/P. It is expected that the Technical Specification (TS) will require
some type of testing from the CJT; therefore, full flow testing from the
CST to CST would be required prior to plant operation.

.

4
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REACTOR RECIRCULATION SYSTEM |

Ea h R ac or nterna u p (RIP) has an anti-rotational flow device to*

minimize flow reversal, but the Reactor Recirculation System (RRS) ITAAC
does not require testing the anti-flow device. A free wheeling pump '

would cause bypassing core flow from remaining operating reactor
recirculation pumps.

RRS ITAAC #2 does not require testing / demonstration of the coastdown*

curves on loss of the RIPS to confirm the thermal margin. It should- ;

require a test that ' demonstrates that the thermal margin can be met by
coastdown flow cooling.

1

Comprehensive flow testing cannot be conducted without fuel in the*
vessel. The system ITAAC should address how flow-testing will be
demonstrated prior to loading fuel.

The RRS ITAAC does not require testing any of the following*

subsystems / components:
>

Adjustable speed drive
Recirculation pump trip
Core flow measurtrant
Recirculation motor inflatable shaft seal

The RRS motor housing is part of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) and+

reference is given to ITAAC Section 2.1.1, Reactor Pressura Vessel
System, for its description. RPV ITAAC #5 does not specify RRS bolt-
ing/ flanging material requirements (in general, cross referencing
between ITAAC chapters is lacking) (see General Comment #6).

.

F
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EffigtptAT104 FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM i

figure 2.2.8-1 is missing.e

|

Recirculation Flow Control System (RFCS) ITAAC #6, Column 2 (inspec--

tions, tes',, analyses) indicates law dome pressure rather than high dome
pressure. The certified design commitment and the design description
correctly specify a high dome pressure Reactor Internal Pump (RIP) trip. l

This ITAAC also specifies that a select group of RIPS trip off in the i
event of certain conditions, while the design descript ion specifies that
a group of four RIPS will trip off under the same conoitions.

RfS ITAAC #3 applies to post-fuel load status. It should be deleted as*

an ITAAC for this system.

ufS ITAAC #2 and #3 should specify the percent of rated speed or rated*

reactor power, as appropriate.
i

The system ITAAC identifies the use of triplicated process controllers.

and/or devices, but does not describe either the triplication function '

or testing of the triplication feature.

lhe system ITAAC does not test the automatic mode cclied " Master Auto"=

mode Automatic Load Following (Alf) operation.

The system ITAAC states that when in ALF mode, there "is a set down*

function that automatically reduces flow when core flux is above
105 percent." Typically, this occurs at 102 percent. (Reference SSAR
Chapter 6.2, Paragraph 6.2-5).

SSAR Section 5.4.1.4 states that "a runback to 30 percent speed on a.

bank of five RIPS occurs on a loss of a reactor feed pump." This
runback feature is not required to be tested by the RFCS ITAAC. Trip
from current reactor protection conditions, or a runback to 30 percent
speed with a subsequent trip is also not tested. Although this is a
post-fuel load test, how will GE ensure that this feature is tested?

The features specified ir. SSAR Section 9.2.11.3.2 for a loss of one-

Reactor Building Cooling Water (RCW) division are not tested. Loss of
one RCW division will result in loss of RCW cooling to every other RIP
(five total) and will cause those five RIPS to runback to minimum speed.
The RIP Motor-Gcnerator (M-G) set in the same electrical division, which
is cooled by the same RCW division which failed and also powers two
RIPS, wocld stop by M-G set cooling water protection.

6
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REACTOR Bj)lLDiffG CQQLif4G WATER SYSTEM4

The ITAAC system description references Figtwes 2.11.3 and Figurese

2.ll.3a-c. It is not clear if Figure 2.11., is a separate drawing or if .

it means figures 2.ll.3a-c.
!

Reactor Building Cooling Water System (RCW) ITAAC #4, isolation valve*

testing, does not include the non-LOCA automatic isolation of the non-
safety-related portions of the jstem on a low RCW surge tank level
condition, :lthough it is discussed in the RCW ITAAC design description.

*

The level of detail v' aries between different system ITAACs. In the case*
'

of the RCW ITAAC, it varies within the same ITAAC. For example, the RCW
ITAAC #3 for flow testing should be at least as detailed as the RCW
ITAAC #4, isolation valve testing. The isolation valve ITAAC tests the
valves under various plant conditions, while the flow testing ITAAC has

>

a global requirement for hydraulic testing of tra system. Specifically,
heat exchanger flow testing / performance testing is not reqaired. The

normal system configuration is one pump /two heat exchangers per train.
Linder LOCA conditions, the system automatically shifts to two
pumps /three heat exchanoers. The RCW ITAAC does not require flow-
testing under these conuitions (see General Comment #5).

The f ailure Analysis as described in the SSAR appears to be inadequate*

in that it does not provide a comprehensive discussion of component
failures. For example, it does not address loss of instrument air
system or failure of individual components (see General Comment #2).

Table 9.2.4c does not state what the assumed reactor service water*

temperature / ultimate heat sink temperature is under LOCA conditions.
There is also a difference in scope between SSAR and ITAAC for the
system design requirement following a LOCA (active / passive vs. active).

Table 9.2-4d does not agree with design requirements in the TIER 1*

document. Discharge flow rate in the SSAR table for pumps in the A/B
trains is 5720 gpm versus 2 5700 in the TIER 1 requirements; pump total
head for pumps in the A/B train in the SSAR is 82 psig versus 2 80 psig

,

|
in the TIER 1 requirements.

i

.
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GENERAt COMMENTS: (Electrical ITAAC)

The system ITA/; does not address undervoltage protection. Current+

plants have both an undervoltage trip and a loss of voltage trip. The
system ITAAC states that on loss of voltage to the safety-related buses
E, F, and G, the diesels will start so there is loss of voltage protec-
tion. But for an undervoltage condition that does not dip this low,
there should be either: 1) a time delayed undervoltage trip that would

'

cause_ separation and diesel start or; 2) assurance that all equipment is
capable of operation with undervoltage down to the loss of voltage trip
point (which does not appear in the 11AAC). ;

SSAR 8.3.1.7 (8) states that undervoltage protection exists at'
*

90 percent of nominal with a five minute time delay. This should be
addressed in the system ITAAC and appropriately functionally tested.

,

SSAR 8.3.1.2.4 addresses Environmental Qualification (EQ) for electri.a1*

equipment and references SSAR 8.3.4.3 for interfaces. The system ITAAC :

for electrical should have clear reference to the generic EQ ITAAC.

There were several system ITAAC/SSAR discrepancies noted during the*

review of the electrical ITAACs:

ITAAC describes three Unit Auxiliary Transformers (UATs) to power-

both safety class and non-safety class loads in Section 2.12.2.
SSAR 8.1.2.1 states there are four UATs; two safety class and two
non-safety class.

In discussing General Design Criterion 17, SSAR paragraph-

8.2.2.1.(2) appears to conflict with the ITAAC description of the
system in that: 1) the SSAR references two UAT feeds rather than
the three specified in the ITAAC, and-2) the SSAR implies that the
Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (RAT) supplies are not safety class,
but the ITAAC indicates that the RAT supplies are safety class.
ITAAC figure 2.12.la shows the RAT as the normal power supply for
Division til load group C.

I

!

i
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ILECTRICAL_E0WER DISTRIBUTlQH

lt appears important for the main generator breaker to open when called=

on. Thus, ITAAC 2.12.1 should have an additional item #1.c to test that
the main generator breaker will open when eslled on and that the Unit
Auxiliary Transformers (UATs) will contirue to receive load from the
offsite power supply via the switchyard ynd Main Plant Transformer
(MPT).

Electrical Power Distribution ITAAC #2.b does not repeat the design+

description from page 3 that the UAi inpedance is selected to limit the
f ault current to less than the inaximum interrupting capacity of the
circuit breake-s. Also, should the UATs design descriptions specify
voltage and frequency similar to the RAT design descriptica on page 3?

Electrical Power Distribution ITAAC #3.b has a similar lack of design'
*

s

description on impedance for the RA7 as described on page 3. The
specification of +/- 2 percent at .9 power factor is not discussed in

'
ITAAC #3.b.

Electrical Power Distribution ITAAC #4.b requires inspect - ~ the.

cable selection criteria. However, inspecting of the ins .d cable,
at least on a sampling basis, compared to the selection cri.eria also
should be required and the load placed on the cable to confirm proper
sizing.

Electrical Power Distribution iTAAC #4.6 requires redundant tvercurrent ;*

protection for containment penetrations "when required." That differs
from the design description on page 4 that indicates redundance will be
provided when the calculated fault current exceeds the rating of the
penetration.

Electrical Power Distribution ITAAC #6 in the first column on page 12*

has son e words missing.
_

There should be a ITAAC Step 6.f to confirm, at least on a sampling=

basis, the cable routin . The design concept of redundancy is based ons
accurate cable routings.

.

s
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AC POWER SUPPLY

AC Power Supply ITAAC #2, #3, or #4 should not include battery capacity*

for powering the Constant Voltage Const;nt frequency (CVCF). This
should be specified and tested by a capacity test. This is addre> sed,
to some extent in SSAR 6.3.2.1 page 8.3-19.

AC Power Supply ITAAC #2 is specific, Division IV is powered from-*

Division 1 Motor Central Center, but Step 2 implied it might be any
division. SSAD 8.3.1.1.4.2.1 says Divisio :

There should be some descriptior, of frenae _ , and voltage stability ina

normal and upset to . 'it b ! for the ':VCr units, and there should be a
test to confirm they mee6 the design description and to test the auto
transfer feature.

AC Power Supply ITAAC #12 has words missing in line 6.*

The TIER 1 document references " vital" and "non-vital" and " essential"*

and "non-essential" Instrumentation and Control (I&C) power supplies.
There should be a definition of these terms in the text, at least in the

design description and maybe in the ITAAC.

AC Power Supply ITAAC #12 states there will be a test of the manual*

transfer switen. The test should also include the interlock.

Neither the iTAAC nor the design description has a definition or listing*

of what vital AC and I&C equipment are on what supply. Without that
information, it is difficult to understand the system d;;ign.

AC Power Supply ITAAC #13 indicates power supply adequacy will be*

confirmed by looking at t.he name plate. This should bc drne by test to
confirm the adequacy of the supply.

L

i
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EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR SYSTEM

The ITAAC does not address the auxiliary system of the Diesel Generator |*

(D/G) Systems such as the starting air system; cooling water system; j
lubrication air system; and the combustion air system. ,

1

Acceptance Criterion 1 does not address verifying the " physical separa-*

tion" of the three D/G trains. Independence and separation of the
trains are important aspects of the system.

Acceptance criterion 3b states that each D/G unit shall produce rated*

power output for a period greater than or equal to 24 hours (momentary
transients excepted). It is not clear what the extent of this "momen-
tary transients exception" is.

Acceptance criterion 5 indicates that each D/G unit sequences its loads=

after each automatic start. This is not true for the case of an
automatic start from a LOCA signal without a loss of power. The
criterion should specify which automatic start causes load sequencing.

The " Certified Design Commitment" section of ITAAC #5 does not address+

the LOCA automatic start signals of the D/G.

Acceptance Criterion #5 does not properly indicate that following a D/G-

automatic start from a LOCA plus LOPP signal, load sequencing does not
-begin until the D/G has attained rated voltage and frequency. Load
sequencing must not start before rated voltage and frequency are
attained by the D/G. The Criterion does not clearly state the time
restrictions for ous voltage coming back up to rated prior to the next
load sequence on.

Acceptance Criterion #7 indicates that if a simulated LOCA and LOPP=

signal is appl.ied while the D/G is in test, the D/G will revert back to
automatic mode. However, according to the design description and the
SSAR (8.3.1.1.7 (5), either of the signals would do it. It does not
require both signals to be present.

The various signals in the Categories listed in Criterion #8 should be*

listed. It is important to know and yerify which D/G-protective signal
is bypassed in an accident situatiu when the 0/G is required. Also,
the feature of the D/G being removed f rem service when in the " lockout"|

i or " maintenance" mode is not tested.
|

The ITAAC does not camonstrate that 'f an LOCA should occur after a LOPP=

has occurred, running loads are not stripped of the bus and the D/G are
i not overloaded with other Engineered Safety Features (ESF) equipment

starting up. This feature is described in the SSAR (8.3.1.1.7 (4))-

11
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EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR SYSTEM (Cont.)

lhe ITAAC does not demonstrate that the Residual " eat Removal system=

(RHR) and High Pressure Core Flooder (HPCF) injection valves are not
stripped of the bus when a LOCA and LOPP signal initiates a D/G. SSAR

(8.3.1.1.8.2 (4)) discusses this feature.

The ITAAC does not address the automatic start of tb D/G from an--

undervoltage of 90 percent or lower sustained for a period of five
minutes. SSAR (8.3.1.1.7 (8)) discusses this feature.

The extent of the reliability testing of the D/G c 1 site and prior to*

being onsite is not clearly discussed or referenced in the ITAAC.

The design description indicates that a D/G will automatically start in*

the event of a sustained drop in bus voltage below 70 percent. it is
*not clear what '' sustained" is limited to (page 2,1st paragraph).

Not all D/G testing is po;sible during normal plant conditions as*

indicated in the design description (page 2, 3rd paragraph).

;
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PRIMARY CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

Level of detail is not consistent with other system ITAACs. More detail-

is provided for construction features. For example:

Design description provides specific volumes and wall, slab-

thicknesses with no margin.

ITAAC is heavily focused on measuring volumes instead of maintain--

ing appropriate CTMT pressures and temperature,

Performance of structural integrity test should be included as aa

separate ITAAC. Acceptance criteria should specify ASME Division 2.

Maintenanca of negative pressure differential between drywell and*

wetwell does not appear to be tested in the ITAAC. In addition, oesign
description (page 3, paragraph 5) appears to be in conflict with SSAR
Section 6.2.11 and design description does not define variables.

Design description (page 3, paragraph 3) states that CTMT structure and*

penetration isolation system limit fission product leakage below
allowable limits. Part 100 should be specified for clarity.

ITAAC #1 - Drawing 2.14.la is not in TIER 1 Stage 3 document.*

ITAAC #2 - Volumes are verified by review of drawings. What about.

walkdown and measurements.

ITAAC #4 - Verification of specified elevation is used in ITAac. The+

elevation is tha acceptance criteria and would appear to be more
appropriate in that column. Also, it is not clear from the design
description or SSAR why an elevation is used in this case instead of
meters from a certain point.

ITAAC #5 - Verification of code stamp (if aoolicable) is included. It
*

is not clear when it is applicable.

Acceptance criteria states confirm thorough review of documentation
testing in compliance with codes and regulatory requirements. Why
aren't the tests themselves the ITAAC.

ITAAC #7 - Welds are included as part of this ITAAC. It is not clear.

why this is here and not part of welding ITAAC.

ITAAC #8 - Acceptance criteria should at least specify limiting code.

applicable such as ASME Code Section III, Division 2.

ITAAC #9 - ITAAC is confusing as written. It states to conduct tests in+

conjunction with test reports. Also acceptance criteria is specified in--
ITAAC.

13
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PRIMARY C0f1TAINMENT SYSTE11 (Cont.)

ITAACs #9, #10, & #11 - Acceptance criteria specifies limits recorded in.

the TS. However, reference to TS is not necessary or appropriate.

ITAACs #10 & #11 - Successful performance of the tests themselves should.

be the ITAAC, not the review of documentation.

ITAAC #12 - Delete " serving the security system" from the ITAAC. It*

does not provide significant detail necessary.

ITAAC includes records review, but das not include field walkdown..

As a general comment, English and metric units are intermixed between.

SSAR, design description, and tlie ITAAC.
.

.

use

..,
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CONTROL BUILDING

level of detail is far greater than rest of ITAACs reviewed and should !=

be decreased. For example: |

Six drawings are included. One comprehensive drawing should be-
4

enough.
,

- ITAAC #2 is basically word-for-word what is in design description.
Detail could be reduced.

Design description states the control building is two stories above.-

ground and four stories below. SSAR states three stories above and I

three below. |

LS_AB DESIGN DESCRIPTIONA

Overall height above basemat 38.7m 30.5m j*

Overall planar dimension (0-160') 22m 24.0m
,

ITAAC #1 - Plant walkthrough includes as-needed dimensional measure-.

ments. As-neehd is not defined. )
!

ITAAC #2 - Acceptance criteria states roofs are desianed to prevent i.

pooling of water. This should verify construction to design, not just
design.

ITAAC #3 - ITAAC covers radiation shielding. It is not clear why this>

is not covered by Section 3.7 radiation protection. 1

ITAAC #4 - Dimensional checks performed as-needed. As-needed is not.-

defined. .

Acceptance criteria states that roof and walls are designed greater than I
!

.5m. This should verify as-built, not as-designed. |

Acceptance criteria-specifies HVAC damper design instead of construc- |
tion. HVAC damper differential pressure is defined. Should this ITAAC
be included with HVAC systec instead of here.

ITAAC #6 - States that design will be based on site-specific parameters..
-

The enveloping site parameters for the design are already specified in
Section 2 of the TIER 1 design certification material.

I
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